MEGA
March 24-30, 2019 n Laughlin, NV
UFO MEGA CON – OUR STORY
THE BACK STORY
In the late 1980s new best friends, the late Col. Wendell Stevens (Ret.) and Bob Brown, realized that
virtually all UFO and paranormal themed conventions being offered at the time were not good. By that
we mean that they were too expensive; and were just being held to separate the public from their
money. Of equal importance, they were disrespectful to both the researchers and the public in that
they pitted researchers directly against one another for the publics’ attention; while giving the
delegates searching for knowledge and truth migraines and ulcers with their frustration (no matter
how many extra workshop tickets they bought) at not being able to hear everyone they wanted to
hear. Bob and Wendell thought there had to be a better way to do conventions!
And there was. And that "better way" became famous worldwide as "The International UFO Congress".
For 20 years (and 23 conventions) they were the longest, best, most affordable, the most life changing,
the most truth exposing EVENTS the world had ever seen. And the overriding thought behind every
one of those 24 conventions was this: "It does no good to produce the worlds’ best UFO/paranormal
EVENT if people can't afford to be there".
It has been just about 10 years now since Bob produced his last International UFO Congress event.
Someone once said these famous words: "The world arbores a vacuum." We think it is true because in
these last 10 years since Bob stopped producing his affordable weeklong UFO conference, the "state"
of current UFO/paranormal conferences has degenerated every year. We now seem to have returned
back to the 1980s with most major conventions today being offered for the sole purpose of separating
you, the seeker of knowledge and truth, from your money. And to insure separating you from your
money most of todays’ major conventions have digressed to the old 80s formula (AKA Dog and Pony
Show) of "pitting researchers directly against one another" and "giving delegates searching for
knowledge and truth migraines and ulcers with their frustration (no matter how many extra workshop
tickets they can once again buy), at still not being able to hear everyone they want to hear”.
Or, NEW FOR TODAY, now charging outrageous admission prices just to be in the same room with "TV
Stars". For years now, scores of collogues and former delegates (to his original International UFO
Congress events), have been urging Bob to bring back a quality week long UFO/paranormal event
produced with the same standards, goals and intentions he and Wendell first delineated in order to
establish the original International UFO Congress. Well, Bob has finally agreed it is now time to stop
the madness; to return and once again and offer the world the kind of conference he and Wendell first
designed in the 1980s.

PARTNERS IN TRUTH
Also important to the creation of UFO MEGA CON is Bob’s new business partner, Lorien Fenton. Many
of you many know her from years of producing UFO CON in the San Francisco Bay Area, her radio talk
shows, and speaking at events on the subject of “Mind Control and the Alien Agenda”. (See more
about Lorien at http://www.LorienFenton.com)
It turns out Lorien and Bob had the same vision of creating a huge “immersion” event (like the “old
days”)! When it came time to name the conference, Lorien said, “We should use UFO CON as the title,
since it’s a known event.” Bob said, “But, we’re going to be much bigger that UFO CON, in fact,
MEGA!” So, "UFO MEGA CON" was born. It is the one and only "MUST ATTEND" UFO event of 2019!

WHY UFO MEGA CON?
Why will the UFO MEGA CON be the one and only not to be missed EVENT of 2019? We really want to
answer that question for you. But please bear with us, because the answers to the question are many,
with so many facets and nuances that it is hard to know exactly where to begin. But we will try our best
to hit the highlights. The UFO MEGA CON 2019 is absolutely, fundamentally, completely different than
anything else being offered today. Different in purpose, different in presentation, different in
experience, different in cost, and different in result. Consider the dates of UFO MEGA CON. We
convene Sat. evening the 23rd of March 2019 and proceedings close at midnight on Saturday the 30th
of March 2019.
Did you notice anything different about those dates? Yes, you got it. (No, it is not a mis-print.) UFO
MEGA CON is a full week long! This is absolutely by design. UFO MEGA CON is intense learning. It is a
post graduate course running from early AM until late into the evening every day for 7 full days and 8
nights. Something magical happens when you are with like-minded seekers of truth, immersing
yourself in the phenomena, for this intense shared experience over 7 days and 8 nights. Believe us,
there is nothing like UFO MEGA CON anywhere else in the world. Choose to be with us! We promise
you “7 days that will change your life”!
There is ample time to get vacation days set aside now. The only thing keeping you from this life
changing experience is you. CHOOSE to be with us! Most of our attendees will arrive on March 23,
2019 and depart on March 31, 2019! Experience the magic! NOT KIDDING. And, bring a friend or your
significant other. (Incredibly low total cost is best realized by sharing your hotel room double
occupancy with another seeker of truth. Greatly discounted room rates available for you at our host
hotel, the Aquarius. Use code CMUF-19 when registering.)
Your week at UFO MEGA CON is all by design. But must you be there for the entire week? Is it all or
nothing? No, it is not. You can go to our registration page and attend as much or as little as you
choose, a-la-cart. You can register for every day and every activity A-La-Carte. Hundreds of people will
choose the opening 4 days Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday attendance package. Hundreds
more will choose the closing 4 days Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday attendance package.
Scores more will just show up at the Aquarius and buy their registration on site. But most will CHOOSE
to be there for the entire 8 nights experience and will register early for lowest prices.

BOB’S GUIDING PRINCIPLE
Let us now consider one of Bobs, guiding principles for UFO MEGA CON. "It does no good to present
the worlds’ greatest UFO/paranormal EVENT unless everyone can afford to be there." What is the cost
for UFO MEGA CON? What does the cost cover?
Our full week attendance package includes 8 nights and 7 full days and nights of UFO MEGA CON
featuring over 45 presenters taking the dais during the week. Films and/or special events nightly,
premieres, morning "experiencer sessions" led by qualified leaders, 3 meal events with either beer or
wine (as appropriate), and even coffee every morning in the lecture hall. The inclusive cost is just $499
per person early registration. That is less than $63 a night for everything! And that price includes all
service fees (added to every meal event), and all taxes (which are added to EVERYTHING).
But, you are thinking: "There has to be a zinger somewhere. That price is just too low. Where is the
catch? I know! It’s parking? Oh yah. I am going to be hit with $25 a day OR MORE parking fees. That's
it. I'll be hit with $200 or more for parking before I can get out of there." NO, calm down. PARKING IS
INCLUDED! We say again: There are no zingers at UFO MEGA CON.
You see, UFO MEGA CON really is a different kind of EVENT. But you ask: "How do you actually do this
for so little cost?" Our new production company, "Real Disclosure Productions", which is bringing you
UFO MEGA CON does not exist for the purpose of making money. (Of course, we do hope to be able to
pay the bills and have a little left over to keep us going until we convene the next UFO MEGA CON in
2020). Our purpose is education and disclosure, not making money. This is the biggest secret of all.
And, we do it all for YOU.
For most people the only other big cost will be meals, and the cost of getting to and from Laughlin.
Within the hotel are food venues ranging from McDonalds up to fancy Italian food; and Outback
Steakhouse. There is also a coffee shop, 3 meals daily buffet, Chinese fast food, and more. There are a
couple other UFO MEGA CON options. First there are 2 nights of intimate "dine with the speakers"
dinner programs. Next are 3 nights of contact/sky watches that take place in the desert at the ancient
petroglyph site.
For those of you who would like to find a roommate to help reduce hotel cost, or a ride-share to
reduce travel cost, we offer a contact page on our website. There you can list for a roommate, or even
a ride-share if you are going to drive to Laughlin.
Choose NOW to be a part of UFO MEGA CON 2019. See you in Laughlin!
Bob Brown & Lorien Fenton

